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Ecology and Society’s 2004 special feature on Traditional
Knowledge in Social-Ecological Systems (http://www.
ecologyandsociety.org/issues/view.php/feature/13) marked
one of the first efforts to view traditional, local, and Indigenous
knowledge and their roles in managing ecosystems through
the lens of social-ecological systems (SES) resilience. This
view acknowledges the importance of experimentation,
learning, and pluralism to cope with uncertainty in complex
adaptive systems (Folke 2004, Folke et al. 2005, Berkes and
Turner 2006, Davidson-Hunt 2006, Berkes 2009). As a frame
for understanding knowledge, SES resilience provided new
inspiration for scientists seeking to understand Indigenous
livelihoods and resource management, increasingly against
the backdrop of rapid global change (Armitage and Johnson
2006, Mercer et al. 2012, Raygorodetsky 2013).
Yet, we observed a remarkable void in the 2004 special feature
and in SES resilience scholarship more generally: experience
from Australia was largely absent, despite this country’s
extraordinary indigenous cultural diversity and innovative
research at the interface of indigenous and conventional
science knowledge in a variety of traditions (Jones 1969,
Newsome 1980, Kimber 1984, Burbidge et al. 1988, Burrows
and Christensen 1990, Christie 1990, Walsh 1990, Jones 1991,
Baker and Mutitjulu Community 1992, Williams and Baines
1993, Bomford and Caughley 1996, Raymond et al. 1999,
Horstman and Wightman 2001, Howitt 2001). With this
Special Feature we strive to further understanding of theory
and practice for integration of Indigenous Ecological
Knowledge (IEK) and conventional science relevant to the
Australian context. We aim to: 1) examine examples of
knowledge integration in Australia; 2) understand conditions
and enabling environments for knowledge integration; 3)
suggest processes and tools for practically achieving
knowledge integration.
Current measures of well-being largely continue to ignore that
the relationship between ecosystems and well-being is more
direct, complex, and fundamental to indigenous ontologies
than for mainstream Australian society (Sangha et al. 2011).
Decoupling of intimate relationships between Indigenous
groups and their lands and “sea country” (deKoninck et al.
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2013) and erosion of much of the depth and detail of IEK has
been one consequence. Australian indigenous communities
continue to face great disadvantage arising from a complex
web of historical and contemporary social and environmental
pressures (Moran 2009, Sutton 2009, Wohling 2009). The
conjunction of densely connected kinship networks, historical
exclusion from access to resources, and coercive external
interventions has generated codependent rigidity and poverty
traps (Maru et al. 2012). At a psychological level, structural
and cultural violence (Galtung 1969, 1990) from colonialism
and its legacies has driven some Indigenous people to adopt
disadvantage as part of their identity, and to fear that
improvements in material circumstances will necessarily be
accompanied by loss of culture or identity (Pholi 2012).
Conversely, integration of Indigenous knowledge and science
has been accelerating in recent years, as part of a marked
recoupling of Indigenous relationships with traditional lands
and sea country throughout Australia. Indeed, the increased
formal involvement (e.g., through participation in forums,
bodies and implementation processes) of indigenous
Australians in natural resource management (NRM) has been
noted as one of four standout trends in environmental
management in the first decade of the 21st century (Australia
State of the Environment Committee 2011:9). Such settings
form the context of most of the papers in this Special Feature.
Policy drivers for increased formal involvement have included
the sheer extent of indigenous landholdings that has resulted
from government actions since the 1960s to recognize
indigenous land rights. Biodiversity and other environmental
values ascribed to these lands by nonindigenous people (see
Davies et al. 2013), along with the low financial capital and
lack of employment or enterprise opportunities amongst
landowners, has driven government investment in indigenous
environmental management. Other ultimate causes include
international instruments, notably the Convention on
Elimination of All Forms of Racial Discrimination and the
Convention on Biological Diversity’s Article 8(j); and belated
legal recognition since 1992 that indigenous native title
survived colonization of Australia and continues to exist in
some circumstances (Nettheim and Craig 2002).
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Knowledge integration has been noted as problematic, often
because of disparate power relations (e.g., Nadasdy 1999,
Wohling 2009). Tensions arise in part because the term is used
in various ways, often loosely, such that its meaning is unclear.
The common definitions of integration as ‘combining one
thing with another to form a whole’, and, in social contexts,
as the ‘intermixing of people or groups previously separated’,
can readily subvert another important dimension of meaning:
that the outcome of such processes is equal participation
(Oxford English Dictionary and New Oxford American
Dictionary). Each paper in this Special Feature has been
concerned with the integrity of indigenous knowledge in
integration processes. This has undoubtedly been strengthened
by the involvement of indigenous people as authors and
coresearchers in the research reported herein: of the 36
contributing authors, nine are Indigenous.
Many of the papers specifically highlight that the use and
management of knowledge is a situated social process in which
indigenous people interface with more powerful actors. Such
settings are central to how the meaning of integration has been
critically understood in broader social contexts: as the
appropriate strategy for nondominant groups to engage in
when they seek to maintain relationships with larger society,
and to maintain their own identity and characteristics (Berry
1997). In Berry’s (1997) framework, integration contrasts with
assimilation, which does not maintain distinctive cultural
identities in a nondominant group’s interactions with broader
society; and with separation, which maintains distinctive
cultural identities without broader social interaction. Further,
the mutual accommodation required to achieve integration
includes widespread acceptance of the value of knowledge
diversity for NRM by both nondominant and dominant groups.
Absence of such conditions precipitates marginalization
because nondominant groups have no interest in engaging with
dominant institutions, which may enforce cultural loss (Berry
1997).
Notwithstanding the trend to increased formal involvement of
Indigenous people in Australian environmental management,
several papers note that lack of integration between IEK and
conventional science knowledge was a starting point for their
contributions. For example, Prober et al. (2011) draw attention
to inadequate cross-cultural means to communicate IEK as
limiting achievement of knowledge integration in NRM.
Davies et al. (2013) recount how the first generation of
management plans for Indigenous-owned and managed
protected areas maintained distinctions between nature and
society, which are characteristic of dominant Australian
ontologies but the antithesis of Indigenous world views.
Gratani et al. (2011) note that traditional owners in their study
considered that NRM decisions do not always respect their
cultural values or IEK, despite their comanagement role in
their traditional country. Robinson and Wallington (2012) note
that differences in the values of Indigenous peoples and

Kakadu National Park managers towards feral animals, and
the absence of knowledge integration in decision-making, has
driven recent cross-cultural tensions. Walsh et al. (2013)
suggest that little of the richness and interconnected
understandings inherent in Arrernte ecological knowledge has
been engaged in projects which claim to have complemented
science knowledge of land and species.
The contribution that the Special Feature’s papers makes to
our three aims has ultimately been determined by their specific
contexts, guiding questions and methods. Examples of
knowledge integration in Australia, our first aim, are presented
most directly in three papers: Hill et al. (2012) synthesize
features of indigenous engagement in environmental
management where IEK and science are being integrated, and
others where there is little or no integration. Butler et al. (2012)
found that government managers and scientists considered
IEK had been applied in management of four of seven fisheries
in Torres Strait, and describe the types of knowledge
concerned; and Davies et al. (2013) examine recent
management plans for Indigenous Protected Areas (IPAs),
which have integrated the ontologies and governance systems
of Indigenous landowners with conservation objectives.
Several papers contribute particularly to our second aim:
understanding conditions and enabling environments for
knowledge integration. Bohensky and Maru (2011) reviewed
selected international literature to distill lessons learned from
integration efforts over the past decade. Themes that they
identify resonate with lessons emerging in Australia, including
the benefits and challenges of integrating IEK (Prober et al.
2011, Holmes and Jampijinpa 2013, Walsh et al. 2013);
recognizing the social context of IEK (Hill et al. 2012, Holmes
and Jampijinpa 2013, Walsh et al. 2013); and evaluating IEK
and the degree of integration (Gratani et al. 2011, Butler et al.
2012).
Notably, this social context includes power relations. For
example, Butler et al. (2012) consider the roles of depleted
fishery stocks, limited scientific knowledge, and community
ownership of resources in the application of TEK in the Torres
Strait Islands. They find that unlike other Melanesian regions
(Johannes 1998, Johannes 2002), these factors do not
determine the application of IEK in fisheries, and instead the
evolutionary stage of comanagement and the degree of powersharing is more influential. They also find the concept of
cultural keystone species (Garibaldi and Turner 2004)
valuable in explaining why knowledge integration is more
evident in fisheries for species with highest cultural values,
and how this has catalyzed IEK application more widely.
Conditions and enabling environments for knowledge
integration are discussed by Hill et al. (2012) on the basis of
a typology of Indigenous engagement in NRM. They note that
the distinction between IEK and conventional science is
blurred in Indigenous-led collaborations, and these
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governance types were found to be maintaining the integrity
of IEK, and applying both sets of knowledge. In contrast,
governance types where agencies have the lead role raise the
threat that IEK will be misappropriated such that the
Indigenous partners are more concerned with protecting their
knowledge against unauthorized or ill-informed use. Concern
with validating Indigenous knowledge by science is
characteristic of agency-led initiatives (Hill et al. 2012).
Indeed, Gratani et al. (2011) report on a process to validate
Indigenous knowledge of plant-derived poisons to manage
invasive fish in one region subject to such agency-led
governance, the Wet Tropics World Heritage Area. Power
relationships are again highlighted, with Indigenous elders’
control over the validation process found to be critical to their
sense of empowerment.
Our third aim, processes and tools for integrating knowledge,
is noted by Bohensky and Maru (2011) as an expanding area
in recent international literature. Research by Ens et al. (2012)
describes a similar trend in Australia, and several papers in
this Special Feature extend these contributions. Prober et al.
(2011) focus on ecological calendars developed in a number
of cross-cultural collaborations to organize IEK, effectively
correlating climate, astronomy, resource availability, and
cultural practices. They argue for calendars’ potential to be
more directly used as adjuncts to spatial and social frameworks
for comanagement. Robinson and Wallington (2012) describe
mapping and narrative tools applied to resolve uncertainties
about feral animal management in Kakadu National Park. The
effectiveness of knowledge integration relied on boundary
agents, people with the capacity to communicate equitably
across knowledge systems. Davies et al. (2013) also highlight
the key role played by brokers in the development of IPA
management plans that integrate knowledge.
Two papers, Walsh et al. (2013) and Holmes and Jampijinpa
(2013) have resulted from deep collaborations in central
Australia over many years between Indigenous and
nonindigenous authors wanting to overcome ineffective
presentation of IEK, so that it becomes only, as Houde (2007)
cautions, “a collection of data about the environment”. The
papers each present their IEK frameworks as tools for crosscultural engagement and for intergenerational teaching and
learning. Each framework emphasizes the interconnections
between elements and domains of knowledge, including
reciprocated cross-linkages between particular groups of
people and particular natural resources and land areas.
Through such interconnections, IEK simultaneously
encompasses both what is known and who has the
responsibility to know, to make decisions, to take action, and
to learn. Several other papers (Gratani et al. 2011, Robinson
and Wallington 2012, Davies et al. 2013) also highlight that
knowledge integration is a social process that must recognize
the identity of, and relationships amongst, the people whose
knowledge might be integrated.

Lastly, we hoped in this Special Feature to gain insight into
different dimensions of the relationship between knowledge
integration and resilience, not only for the benefit of
scholarship but also for global policy processes on which
diverse knowledges are now being brought to bear (e.g., the
Intergovernmental Platform for Biodiversity and Ecosystem
Services). Reiterated is the central role of institutions that
embed social and ecological linkages, diversity, empowerment,
learning, and adaptive approaches. A range of perspectives is
given on resilience, underscoring the richness of this
framework while also highlighting that the meaning and utility
of the concept varies between users and contexts. A particular
challenge for advancing empirically-based understanding of
how IEK builds resilience is that discussions between
scientists and IEK holders around resilience, adaptation,
change, and thresholds may be contentious, echoing
previously-voiced concerns (Rotarangi and Russell 2009).
This implies the need for careful processes, time
commitments, underlying trust, and sound tools that are
adaptable across social and ecological contexts. A further
challenge is to identify when knowledge integration is being
achieved, given the ambiguity of the term noted above, and
the limited availability of evaluative measures. Herein lies a
further opportunity for greater interaction between the
academic, policy, and place-based stakeholders that have often
been addressing knowledge integration independently.
Responses to this article can be read online at:
http://www.ecologyandsociety.org/issues/responses.
php/5846
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